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ABSTRACT
I. Information is presented in this paper regarding

suprasegmental features of Black English that' may cause reading
interference for some Black children. Much of the research concerning
reading problems of many Afro-American students stresses the
segmental differences of the phonology; the morphology, the syntax,
and lexical selection between two dialects of American English -

referred to as Black tnglish and Standard'English. Not enough
attention has been given to suprasegmental features of Black English
such as intonation (pitch, stress, and juncture), prosody, and
loud-speaking. Black-English is a speech that has common African core
elenrts fused with English. The process of the fusion, begins with
AmeriAn laeguages through a pidginization stage, through a
creolizatio stage (the language called Gullah), to a decrevlization
stage, to the output-Black English. One can assume that some African
language features have been retained and research studies are cited
showing that suprasegmental features, especially pitch, are important
to the understanding of Black English. Pitch has semantical as well
as phonemic significance; certain intonational patterns in Black
English may be misunderstood by white teachers who are checking
comprehension through oral reading. (MKM)
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ABSTRACT
1

Suprasegmentel Aspects of Reading Interference

o 3 yr R. iTostbrook

ivs-rs-ity of-a li torn la , T315-rrire-lby

In this paper, the speaker will present information regard-

ing certain suprasegmental eatures of Black English that possibly

cause reading interference or some Black children. Particular

attention will be paid to intonational differences.

The speaker's approach will be three-fold: 1) ..he will de-

fine Black English diachronically, 2) he will examine certain of

its synchronic features,' and 3) he will discuss some of its edu-

cational implications from a possible reading interference point

of view. His conclusion will emphasize the necessity of having

linguistic knowledge in designing educational research, especially

any research pertaining to Black English.

The speaker's diachronic definition of Black English will

entail an understanding of the following continuum theory:

In

Processes

idgin zation---)Cr ol' zation De-creo

Afri an<-
Languages

ullah

zati

put

ck
English

The synchronic examination will emphasize the significance

of Johnsont 3 remarks regarding the intonational register of Black

3
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English, and the work that Throne did in re ration to Johnson's

remarks. Throne's discovery of the (use of intoriation to mark e

r-'----- 4-i-f-L.ltsu3,." will ie pre.e.ite,.1 vic, orls, of her ex-emploo.

Ir. dll .111 . eciuc;ati,uiial fuy IIGId ttoiis, tc.c S il 1
. .

sw;gest that intonational differences between the teacher-a-rid the

pupil might be a cause of reading interference which can be de-

tected during a student's oral reading. The degree of the inter-

ference might depend on the extent to which the dialect is spoken

and to tie extent to which the teacher's` idiolect differs from
the child's.

0

Educators must realize the importance of supi'a segmental a s

well as se:Tental differences of Black English, and linguists need
to provide much more information about Black' English intonation.

Perhaps in-del;th examinations of certain tone languages of West
tc ,

Africa will provide syntactic and semantic clues regairding the

Black En,.;lish intonational register.,

SPEAFER'S PRO E TIE

. .
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Suprasegmental Aspects of Reading Interference

Colston R. Westbrook
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University of California, Berkeley

Much of the research concerning reading problems of many

Afro-American students stresses the segmental differences of the

phonology, the morphology, the syntax, and lexical, selection

tween two dialects of American English most commonly referred to

as Black English and Standard English. Unfortunately, little

investigation has been conducted concerning certain suprasegmen-

tal features, especially intonation: In this paper, the speaker

will discuss the pitch feature of intonation as it relates to

possible reading interference for some Black English-speaking

pe ople .

The speaker's approach will he three-fold: 1) he will

define Black English diachronically, withspeciel emphasis on

pitch; 2) he will examine certain pf its synchronic pitch feg-

tures; and 3) he will discuss some of its educational implica-

tions from a possible reging interference point of view. His

conclusion will emphasie the necessity of having linguistic,

knowledge indesigang research, especially any research pertain-,

ing to Black English.

. .-
"Dat a plum girl\c,clninl ova dere.* Is this an example of

Black English? Or, is: "That's a plump girl coming over there"

an 'example of Black English? What criteria is used to deter1min

the characteristics of Black English? In the 'first sentence,
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pllnn 0 1 0ei. C 8 1 kind morphological differences are Ammediatel-y notice-

able w:lenever one compares that sentence with the second, However,

-mor d' f-ound i the ettit of Trbny Afro-AmcricansT Def orb- rcnpond-

--irr-g-t qtle-s-ti--nn-; the -3 pe-aice-r

Black English is e label that is used to describe the speech
of manyAfro-American people. Such speech is e variety that is
superimposed over all varieties of the American English language,

and it 3 sub-rftalectal differences due to regional variations.
`..-31ack Er. ;fish must, therefore, have common African .core elements

that have fused with English from the British Isles, and the dia-.

le c t eon perpetuated through the years due to racial and
cultural isolation.

Thbn;:s to ty-le investigations of certain linguists With crer
olist leanings, scholars have learned tha t Black people in Amer-

-ca have e dual lind:uistic heritage: ThAt is to say, the origin
of :slack ::nglish is no longer deemed to have in some iriferior

variety of the English language that was spoken in the British
Isles which the sla
Such is t.he view of

es learned whenever they came to America.
t

y synchron ic a ll e °graphically-orientated

n" soou will. (T e acronym eveund i(dialectologists, SGOD
4

The current, and in thid speaker's opinion, the most 645rrect

view is that the processes of pidginiza4ion,
de-creolization are necessary in reconstruct
Black English, and these processes must have

numerous African languages. In this speaker
Bakweri, a language of "Cameroon, VlIst.Africa

6

cre o:liza ti on,

ing the origin of
d iriput from

d research, he used

as ,one of those

j
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input languages. And other language's such as 1-prUba, Ibo, Twi,

Ewe Dua la, could have been used,
/

ti

a ce

neeare-r-00 -ger /4 la a

ti .1-i3- the to writtAn ^Avidence

proVITUed in '1Draryl---Forde-c-s-The Efi.-V-17aTe-rtl-7-744a -din

addition to that evidence, however, the American' slave word

bucoa, meaning "white man," is found in the Efik-Ibibio lan-

gUages of the Niger delta, and Pidgin English' is still spoket in

Catileruon and Nigeria. A comprehen,ive approach to this continuum

theory is presented in the speakWs thesis.'
The important point of these introductory 'remarks is4. did ,

the sla,yes just throw the-ir African languages away :,thenever they

came here to the American mainland? Can not ,one assume that the

fusion of African languages with the English language permitted

retention of some African lan guage features? And if any 'one par-

ticular feature was retained, what .might that have 'been?

Much attention has been ,riven tb the ""missing copula"

which in manzr ,cases is a verbal adjective carried over from some
iv

..--,African language, e.g., She pretty. In fatt, to much attentton
, .

has been -,iven'to seginentaljeatures of :the phonOlogy, the2nOr.'-

_oho-Logy, the syntax,. and the lexicon, and not enough attent,ion.

has been ;iven to suprasegmental featureS c4', Black English, s,!.1.011;, ,

as intonation (-pitcfi, stress, and.' junctuf.e),.prosody and loud.?

It.tis unfortunate that these areaa, especially into

nation, have 'teen neglected. For it is the syeakerts opinion ,.
.-

.
0'1 1

that many of 'these suprasegmental features are Very imPontarit 'in
. 4 . .

understanding. Bla ck English and the possible 6r61;1qms, that can..

C
r

ti
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be caused via differences with Standaryy English. For example, in

Or dal' ,under s tn rici, certain pitch differences, one must be recep-
W

time to the continuum hoary_ previously mentioned_ because the _

.
rt

-derstanctintg of West Afrfeasn tonal. languages is requisite to under-

5tnnding Black English . int aria ti on; For, pitch in many West African
.

languages shows syntaCtic or semantic relationships. So, if BlaCk

English is part of the continuum, from which came West-African lan-

guage input, then it 'is reasonable to assume teat there might be
remnants of West'African, language tone in the speech of Afro-

Americans disguised in the intonation.

.In 1941, Melville J. Herskovits, a renowned anthropologist,

wrote The Myth of the Negro Past. In his book, he 'provided much

orma tion on language and arts of which special remarks ware

made a-bout "Negro Speech." His remarks 6oncerned the similari-

ties 'betwe'en the Negro's "musical quality." .of English as it was

spoken in the 711-iitPrci States and the tonal elements in, West Afri-

can speech, noting the fact that tone had semantic as well as
phonemic sinif,lcance remained to be studied.

. .Not too Jong' afterHerskovits wrote his, book, Lorenzo Dow

Turner, an eminent Bla.ck linguist, published his findings' of the
-seventeen years of work that he did on Gullah. -Turner' s mon-.

.umental study tra4cf-thousands of words beck to theii African

origins and bridged other gaps in the syntax, morphology, and

phonologywith special, emphasis on the intonation of Gullah.

The SGOD' s, not knowledgeable in African language structures,

caegor-ized Turner's work as an ." isolated case."

Thanks 16 renewed 'interest in what was still called "Negro

Speech" At. he early 1960ts. Turner's work became significant in

8
4"



that certain sociolinguists and creolists brought forth informs-
,

tion about West African Pidgin Enr;lish that was used as a basis

f or de te rm
t -t-}

a lways on the set enta 1 o fice-F'thVi "tho----suprasermen-ta 1 fee-t-u-r-e,,s.

Dtlring the mid-1960' 5, howevel, a black scholar by the ncitive-.-

of Kenneth Johnson`soldly pronounced that Black Engilish had six

leN/els of" pitch, intone tionalay. His pronouricement was bold,

ver,, bold indeed, and some linguists frankly labelled him as
re'

beinr?,.ecrazy" for making such remarks. (This speaker, too, tended

to /13;ree with what those linguists said .since most of my ,training

was from a non-black perspective). But, Johnson continued with

his remarks, emphasizing that a falsetto with,11 ensuing sub -

falsetto existed in Black English. :If Johnson would have produced..

some kind of "concrete linguistic data" to support his hypotheSis,

perhaps- his remark- would ha-ve bee'n better. received. But -his' only
.

evidence was s s own observations, saying "li tsten o how the black

folls talk." (The difficulty of recordintr, ap.y ,such data, and tip

substquent blottin;; out of the noise ground it should be noted).

Johns,On' s hypothesis*, or "Ken' s Hypo" as the Speaker has 'dubbed

it,. Is, si4glificant beCause.. it Oa 11; attention to the

of aitch. in Black English intonation.

Almost a de]aacie after Johnson started niakcing-h,is remarks,

'Ele Throne submitted her Aspects or Intonation in Vernacular

importance

White and Black Speeh'dssertati"on.4 She cbriduotvd a major,
. .

synchronic -study of intonation 11S 1A1.1:.-lin6A1tic fechonldgy

( such as t he specf' pgriaph) and' lirigulStica-11k77'er'a-lifled-,indlyi,,dbaj:s:,.,
,:, c, A.'

,( phone tie ians ). Her find ings prctvpfla'tvbt*Y: 4 tfoljf ic-a ilt ,,,i4:.oriii6-:::' -t

ion a b 0 ti t the
,... ,

. np tcina of d.d4et. d4n'. OI16, ;:6"(si'ila' '2'iiCieh /,' 4.1t t.11.16
t - C<*,:f., / ,' - , ' . .

1 ,,7

., .
; ..,: 11

..' 4 ,' r

7. yJ , . .:
. A's I

t . '
+ , '

sr :r
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the concomitant use of the texic item "if." Other differences

were noted, \especially concerning the attitudeS of speakers5

if intonation does communicate speaker attiuude
as was proposed by Pike in -h-18--194-6Thp.---Irit-orLa--.
on o Amer can r,L, s i wor an

_ _

American English in the intonation patterns' used,
theyi it would appear that there would be a high
likelihood of misinterpretations of attitude and. .

intention' in . communication between speskerS of
. different dialects.

6

'Taron posed the following question to a standard

speal:ing teacher:
2 3 1

You the te'aclier?

(Linguists have traditi'onally used numbers to diacritically mark

levels with 4 bein,-; the hN.,,hest level). Taronet's explana-

t ion o the above question is .as f411c'vrss

A falling contour la-4J
question--a contour .A

cLt.
m ght be considered itT etsiVe,
a d probably rude in the teacher
ere might be classrooms where
ent might conceivably bei sent t
ecau,te of his rude "tone of vo

point, the teacher needs to and
(a-) an aggressive, strong, asse
voice" may be very functional fo
who participates in Black street
(,b) such a student can be expecte
tonation patterns which' are system
non-Standard Such an under.)3tandin
part of the tea i ther is a beginning p
communication, and perhaps also ,for a
understandin:;'on the part of the stud
garding the role of "tone of voice" in
(lard White English communication.

eneral
xt,

rempto
s eyes,
Lich a s-tu

o he_ ,offi
ce.", At t_
rstand tY t

t ive "tone of,
a student

culture, and
tic) use in-,

6 the
in for
stmilar
nt

tan-

Aside from the teacher's role)in the question posed above,

crone (liscovered the use of intonation to mark "if-clauses"

without the concomitant use of "if" in Black English. Some of
*a.

her examples are,:



)':41

els work, as was Johnson's, is import9nt to'the future

2 3 2 3 2' 3 1
You able to do it, just do it.

31 2 3 2 31*
Hey, talk to aim, you talk to hi

7

1
He On walk out, she' can-walk -out.

3 4 3 41
She can"do me some good, that's cool,

of educational' research.

recent article by Vogel and .14c Grady,6 the authors made

reference to C. Isfevre, a linguist, who considers intonation the
most important and least understood signaling system at the sen-
tence level, and he links it closely with the perception pf syn='

/i ,:tactic patterns. Furthermore, lefevre has emphasized the impor-

tance of internalizing the intonation pattern of one's native
lanGuaer,e for the development of syntax for reading comprehension.

In Tarone s-_previously-mentioned examples there is evidenlie of

intonation Internalization, but of particular interest is' pitch
(a supraso'grnental feature) being substituted for "if" (a, seg-

,-,", \

mential fenture)v
r'

Vogel A nir"Mc Gra'c y state that Written material is devoid of
- \

intonation, and the reader must reimplant the melody of language
-

by utIlizin:-; the elms that punctuation and,his or her own oral
1

)
','

C. lani;ua0 provides. An e).comple, or the authors' remarks can be

f.ound.through the reader's intonation internalizatioh of the.
following dialogue taken from BLACK JARGON in White America:7

n

11

low 4



Jim: Wha t s ha Moen , mellow?
Bill: You got it, brother,
Jim: Hey,, man., last night after Ken split from his

crib, "some dude ripped off his boi and all hid'
8

Bill : Anyone see Lilo daL?

iKis ah, 1; ne-7ra7 d-o-wn-st-a-tr s -strid----he---ha -a
Deuce and a Qua rte r Hope they bust him, man.

Bill: Right on, brother

_Jim: If Nen meets him he sags he' ll be thumpin' not
rappin' . He ain't front in' , man.

Bill: I can dig it, 'Jim a in' t jlvetime.
Ji s We' ll see you at the gig, mellow.

Bi ' Solid, brother, .,

'Many/ people rill.,;-ht equate the above dialogue with that of the

_

late;ch o many Afro-AmerVan,s based on segmental cruses, especially

lexIcal items. If* however, -the dialogue is not read with Black

Englis1 intonation, then there will most likely-be- scale hesitation
regarding the dialogue's acceptability to a speaker of Black Eng-

..ish.

Oral reading p °vides teachers with the opportunity to check

a student' s.comprehenaion aut if the teacher is not aware of the
intonational, interaction (as was in the case of Taronel s examples)-,

/ ,

then /low will the teacher be /able- to truly ascertain the. - student's

reading comprehension?

. / his speaker concurs with ,Vogel and DI Grady when they
/ -,. ,

1 / say t -at very little is known cons,;erning the role of intonation,

I interaction with linguistic features,, and its relationship to
' A ..

reading L, Regarding Black English, ,it will also bt)
.....

necessary to conduct inceirgtigations of certain West African tone
. .., ..

languagOs in hopes. "of find,ng 'syntactic andpnantic clues that

of

1.2=
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t

are pk)3sibly intonatiOnalirAisguised in Afro-American speoch. In
1 _

order to accomplish this, the educator must be sufficiently versed
.

i Lin.wi3tics to transgress many of the commonly-analyzed segmen,--

tal features of Blabk English in order to analyze its scarcely-

9

studiOd-suprasemental features. ,.''''N,

f
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